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I. SUMMARY

Issue:
Neighboring property owners have appealed a decision of the Old and Historic
Alexandria Board of Architectural Review (BAR) made on July 20, 201 1 to approve a Permit to
Demolish and a Certificate of Appropriateness for exterior alterations to the townhouse located
at 329 North Saint Asaph Street. The appellants state that the proposed alterations are
incompatible with the neighboring properties and will negatively impact the row of townhouses
on the 300 block of North Saint Asaph Street. Many of the townhouses in the 300 block of
North Saint Asaph Street were constructed in the nineteenth century, though some were
substantially altered and remodeled in the 1960s and 1970s by Marianne "Polly" Hulfish,
founder and President of Old Alexandria Restoration Inc. Ms. Hulfish restored six of the 14
houses on this block face.
The subject property was originally constructed between 1891 and 1896 as a freestanding
Second Empire Victorian style townhouse. In 1965, the townhouse underwent substantial
alteration, to reflect an earlier, Colonial period building. The 1965 changes included: relocation
of the front door from the left bay to the center bay, changing the original shed roofline to a side
gable roof, construction of a dentiled cornice, installation of a new chimney and replacement of
all original windows, siding and trim. BAR Staff has determined that little, if any, original
material remains today and considers this to essentially be a well-proportioned and appropriately
detailed townhouse that reflects a Colonial architectural style favored in Alexandria in the late
2othcentury.
The present application was heard before the BAR at the July 20, 201 1 hearing. The
application evolved over time in response to comments from Staff and to address concerns raised
by the neighbors prior to hearing. Staff recommended approval of the application and the Board
approved the proposal, finding all of the alterations and minor demolition to be appropriate in
conformance with Standards set forth in the Zoning Ordinance and consistent with the Design
Guidelines.
The Board found the proposed alterations to be modest in scale and appropriate to the
existing house and surrounding neighborhood. The Board found that the changes did not
compromise the architectural integrity of the townhouse design nor detract from the restoration
work of Polly Hulfish. Ms. Hulfish restored less than half of the townhouses on this block face
and minor changes to the front of this particular townhouse will not adversely alter a unified
composition of her work. While several Board members commented that any alterations should
be sensitive to and compatible with existing buildings and their context, they also noted that
buildings must evolve to meet contemporary needs and specifically stated that the Old and
Historic Alexandria District was not frozen in time. There was concern about the precedent that
could be set for the entire district by denying any changes to a building whose significance dated
to 1965. The intrinsic value of the extensive restoration work done throughout the district by
Polly Hulfish in the 1960s was noted by the Board but they generally found that the scope of this
project did not detract from Ms. Hulfish's rehabilitation work.

On appeal, Council must decide whether the proposed changes are appropriate and
consistent with the standards and criteria in the Zoning Ordinance (Sec. 10-105(A)(2) and Sec.
10-105(B)) and the Design Guidelines. Council may uphold, overturn, or amend the Board's
decision, in whole or in part, or remand the case to the Board for further action. Staff continues
to find that the proposed alterations are appropriate to this townhouse and compatible with the
surrounding area.

Recommendation: Council should support the July 20, 201 1 decision of the Old and Historic
Alexandria District Board of Architectural Review by denying the appeal.
11. APPLICATION TO THE BAR
The application evolved over time in response to comments from Staff and the neighbors. Initial
proposals showed more windows on the south elevation which Staff discouraged. In addition,
after submitting the application and sharing the plans with the neighbors, the applicant revised
portions of the application to address neighbors' concerns before the hearing, including
relocation of two HVAC units.
The application before the Board of Architectural Review at the July 20, 201 1 hearing included
the following requests:
Permit to DemolisWEncapsulate
Enclose (encapsulate) the existing rear porch on the south elevation with two new
windows and a door.
Demolish small portions of the south (side) and east (rear) elevations for new and resized
window and door openings.
~lterations'
Relocate front door and stoop from center bay to original location at the northernmost
bay on the west (front) elevation. The front stoop design and railing will be reused. A
six panel mahogany door with two lights at the top is proposed. A copper lantern is also
proposed.
Enclose existing rear porch with two new windows and door.
New rear deck off enclosed porch on south (side) elevation to measure approximately 9'
by 5'-7" to replace existing stairs from open porch to yard. The deck will have a wood
handrail to match the existing stair railing. (deck itself is not visible but the handrail of
the deck will be minimally visible)
Install one new window and shift two existing window locations on the south (side)
elevation. Reduce size of existing window on east (rear) elevation at second story and
replace with a casement window (minimally visible from public right-of-way).
Only those alterations that are visible from the public right of way are within the jurisdiction of the BAR, and thus
before Council on appeal. All of the proposed alterations, including those not visible from the right of way, were
listed in the application for a full understanding of all of the work proposed. Only those decided by the BAR and
before Council on appeal are listed here. However, the BAR reviews all demolition over 25 square feet, regardless
of visibility. Therefore, in this case, there are certain elements for which the BAR reviewed the proposed demolition
but not the actual alteration.

Replace all existing windows with simulated divided light double-glazed wood windows
and install shutters on front elevation. This element could have been approved
administratively, but the applicant chose to have it be considered as part of the overall
application.
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Figure 1. Plan showing proposed alterations.

111. STANDARDS

The purview of the Board and the Council on appeal for the Certificate of Appropriateness is that
specifically limited under Section 10-105(A)(1) which states that:
"the Old and Historic Alexandria District board of architectural review or the city council
on appeal shall limit its review of the proposed ... alteration ... of a building ...to [its]
exterior architectural features...[and] shall review such features ... for the purpose of
determining the compatibility of the proposed construction ... with the existing
building.. . itself ... and with the Old and Historic District area surroundings..."

To determine compatibility of a project, the Board uses both the Zoning Ordinance Standards of
Section 10-105 (A) (2) and the Design Guidelines adopted in 1993.
Section 10-105(A) (2) of the Zoning Ordinance includes the Standards by which the Board, and
Council on appeal, must limit their review on the appropriateness of alterations of buildings and
structures, and includes the relevant Standards:
(a)

Overall architectural design, form, style and structure, including but not limited
to, the height, mass and scale of buildings or structures;

(b)

Architectural details, including, but not limited to, original materials and methods
of construction, the pattern, design, and style of fenestration, ornamentation,
lighting, signage, and like decorative or functional fixtures of buildings or
structures; the degree to which the distinguishing original qualities or character of
a building, structure or site (including historical materials) are retained;

(c)

Design and arrangements of buildings and structures on the site; and the impact
upon the historic setting, streetscape or environs;

(d)

Texture, material, and color, and the extent to which any new architectural
features are historically appropriate to the existing structure and adjacent existing
structures;

(e)

The relation of the features in this sections 10-105(A)(2)(a) through (d) to similar
features of the preexisting building or structure, if any, and to buildings and
structures in the immediate surroundings.

The premise of Section 10 of the Zoning Ordinance is that buildings in the historic district will
be changed, altered, restored or added on to over time. The Board's responsibility is to ensure
that when such changes occur, that they be compatible and appropriate both to the specific
property for which a request is made and to the district as a whole.
The Design Guidelines most relevant to the project at 329 North Saint Asaph Street are the
chapters related to: Use of the Design Guidelines, Porches and Doors. (Attachment E)
For a Permit to Demolish/Encapsulate, Section 10-105(B) requires the Board and City Council to
assess the importance of the historic materials that will be lost if demolition were allowed. (See
full text of Sec. 10-105 (A)(l), (A)(2), and (B) of the Zoning Ordinance and applicable
Guidelines, Attachments D and E.)
IV. DECISION OF THE BAR
The Board found the proposed alterations to be modest in scale and appropriate to the existing
house and surrounding buildings of historic merit. While several Board members commented
that any alterations should be sensitive to and compatible with existing buildings and their
context, they also noted that buildings evolve and specifically stated that the historic district was
not frozen in time. There was concern about the precedent that could be set by denying any

changes to a building that had already been significantly altered and had very little historic fabric
remaining.
The basis for the neighbors' appeal is that the proposed alterations will alter the historic
character of the house and will negatively affect the surrounding buildings. In particular, it was
pointed out that this block face is regularly shown in publications as a representation of the
colonial charm of Old Town. However, the Board found that the proposed alterations were
appropriate and that they would not detract from nearby buildings of historic merit. The Board
found that none of the criteria for demolition in Section 10-105(B) were met and that the
application met the Standards outlined in Section 10-105 (A)(2). (See Attachment D).
The Board noted the value and importance of the preservation and restoration work done by
Marianne "Polly" Hulfish to restore not only 329 North Saint Asaph Street, but also many houses
throughout the district that would have otherwise likely suffered demolition by neglect.
However, as noted by the Board, Ms. Hulfish herself did not adhere to strict preservation or
restoration standards as she converted Victorian period townhouses into earlier Federal or
Colonial Revival style buildings to make them appear 100 years older than they are. Her work
often involved the removal of significant amounts of what would today be considered historic
material (siding, doors, windows, roofs) and substantial renovation (adding door surrounds, new
cornices, changing roof forms, and the like). Ms. Hulfish's restoration work reflects her
interpretation of the post-Williamsburg, Colonial Revival architectural movement of the 1960s
and documents an important phase of the growth and development of the Old and Historic
Alexandria District.
The proposed alterations for 329 North Saint Asaph Street are typical of changes that the Board
regularly approves throughout the historic district and are representative of how historic
buildings are thoughtfully altered to accommodate modem needs. The Board noted that the 300
block of North Saint Asaph Street did have special qualities but, as noted by several Board
members at the July 20, 201 1 hearing, the historic district is not a museum and is not frozen in
time. Rather, thoughtful and sensitive alterations and changes are made to buildings regularly
and permit the continued use and adaptation of historic buildings for contemporary needs. The
Board reviews applications to ensure that they are appropriate and compatible. The types of
changes proposed in this case are more modest and discreet than many applications which come
before the Board. Although some of the proposed changes, such as relocating the front door to
its original location and installing a new window on the south elevation, will be plainly visible
from North Saint Asaph Street, they are appropriate changes which do not adversely affect the
overall design. Further, in this particular case, due to the extensive 1965 restoration, there is
little concern for the loss of original historic materials. Thus as an overall matter, as well as
related to the individual elements of the application, the proposal meets the BAR'S criteria for
approval.

Figure 2. Typical historic
townhouse floor plan. Source:
www. victorianacom

Relocation of Front Door and Stoop
The Board found that the relocation of the front door and stoop
to its original location will not negatively affect this townhouse
or the work of Ms. Hulfish. There are very few examples of
three-bay residences with a center entrance because it can result
in an awkward interior layout. The historic rationale behind a
side entry for a three-bay townhouse is that it allows more
efficient furniture placement in the main room and for the entry
door to be aligned with the side stair case, typically opposite the
fireplace. The modest size of most three-bay townhouses
necessitates this efficient use of space.

The moving of the front door back to its original position is one
of the neighbors' primary concerns because it is a clear departure
from the 1960s renovation by Ms. Hulfish. Neighbors are also
concerned because of the effect on the overall streetscape of this
block. On the other hand, although one Board member did not
find the relocation of the front door to be necessary, others found
it to be an improvement. Overall the Board supported this
alteration finding that it supported Section 10-105(A)(2)(b) and
(e) by returning to the "distinguishing original qualities or
character of a building" and relating "to similar features of the
preexisting building.. .and to buildings.. .in the immediate
surroundings." The Board did place a condition that the
applicant work with Staff to select a more appropriate light
fixture and to not use gas jet lamps.
Enclosure of Existing Rear Porch
The enclosure of an existing porch, on the side or rear of a property is a common and typical
alteration throughout the historic districts and seen on a range of properties from various time
periods. It is one of the most effective ways to gain additional floor area without expanding a
building's footprint or massing. Historically, enclosed porches were often used as sleeping
porches and mud rooms. In this case, the existing porch is modest, measuring 7' by 5', and will
be enclosed on one side by the addition of two windows and on another side by the addition of a
French door. The roof will not change and this feature will still read as a "porch," albeit
enclosed rather than open. The porch is minimally visible from a public right-of-way.

Neighbors voiced concern about the enclosed rear porch proposed because it would change the
appearance of the rear of the house. The Board supported the enclosure of the porch finding that
the "design.. .and impact upon the historic setting and streetscape or environs" to be appropriate
and consistent with historic patterns of development (Section 10-105(2)(c)). In addition, the
Board found that the enclosed porch, as a new architectural feature, was "historically appropriate
to the existing structure and adjacent existing structures," as identified in Section 10-105(A)(2)
(d). The Board found that although the proportion of the enclosing windows needed further

refinement, this improvement could be handled by Staff during the building permit review
process. The Board had no objection to the "capsulation" of this feature and found it did not
meet any of the criteria in Section 10-105(B) regarding the issuance of a permit to move,
remove, capsulate or demolish.

Rear Deck
Adjacent to the enclosed porch will be a deck measuring 9' by 5'-7". This deck will not be
visible from a public right-of-way and its railing, while minimally visible, will match the existing
stair railing. The adjacent neighbors objected to the deck in its entirety as they perceived a loss
of privacy and thought it to be more of a suburban style element. The Board found that the
wooden handrail, similar to the existing stair handrail, was appropriate with respect to "texture,
material and color," as noted in Section 10-105(A)(2)(d).
New Window on South Side Elevation/Change Existing Window on East Rear Elevulion
The addition of a window and resizing of an existing window on a side or rear elevation are
common alterations reflective of changing use of interior space over time. The proposed new
window is consistent with the existing window pattern and type found on this building.
Neighbors objected to this new element claiming that it altered Hulfish's intention in her 1960s
redesign. No Board member was concerned with these changes finding that they were
appropriate and retained "distinguishing original qualities" of the building as a whole as
prescribed in Section 10-105(A)(2)(b).
Replacement Windows
The Board had no objection to the replacement of all the existing, non-historic windows with the
proposed double-glazed, simulated divided light wood windows, finding the proposed
replacement windows to be in conformance with the recently adopted Window Policy. The
neighbors likewise did not criticize this portion of the application. The Board did note that
shutters must be operable and sized to fit the opening to be in conformance with the Design
Guidelines.
Demolition of minor areas
The proposal involves the demolition of small areas on the south (side) and east (rear) elevation
to accommodate new window openings (only one new window is visible from public right-ofway, basement windows are not visible and therefore BAR only approves area of demolition)
and resize existing an existing opening. The Board had no objection to this selective demolition
and found that none of the criteria of Section 10-105(B) (see Attachment D) were met noting that
the proposed demolition was minimal in scope and located on secondary elevations.
Citv Council Action Alternatives:
Council may affirm, reverse, or modify the decision of the Board of Architectural Review, in
whole or in part, using the criteria for approval a Permit to Demolish and a Certificate of
Appropriateness in § 10-105(A)(2) and 10-105(B) of the Zoning Ordinance. City Council may
also remand the project to the Board with instructions to consider alternatives.

V. RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that Council uphold the July 20, 201 1 decision of the Old and Historic Board
of Architectural Review by denying the requested appeal.

Attachment A: BAR Staff Report with board action from July 20,201 1 hearing
Attachment B: Application Submission
Attachment C: "The Work of Marianne (Polly) Hulfish in the Old and Historic Alexandria
District" by Peter H. Smith
Attachment D: Zoning Ordinance: Sec. 10-105 (A)(l), (A)(2), and (B)
Attachment E: Design Guidelines: Chapters on Use of the Design Guidelines, Porches and Doors
Attachment F: Correspondence

STAFF:

Faroll Hamer, Director, Department of Planning & Zoning
Barbara Ross, Deputy Director, Department of Planning & Zoning
A1 Cox, FAIA, Historic Preservation Manager, Planning & Zoning
Catherine Miliaras, Historic Preservation Planner, Planning & Zoning

VI. IMAGES

Figure 3: 329 North Samt Asaph, west (front) elevation.

Figure 4:

I

in the rear.

Figure 5: East (rear) elevation as viewed from Princess Street.
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Figure 6: Plat.

Figure 9: Existing south (side) elevation.

Figure 10: Proposed south (side) elevation with proposed new windows shown surrounded by red lines.
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Figure 11: Existing east (rear) elevation.
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Proposed east (rear) elevation. New basement doors not visible from pub1 : right-of-way.

ATTACHMENT A

Docket Item # 4 & 5
BARCASE#2011-0182 &
201 1-0183

BAR Meeting
July 20,20 1 1
ISSUE:

Permit to Demolish/Encapsulate and Alterations

APPLICANT:

Janice Cuny & Steve Robinson by Tom Canning

LOCATION:

329 North Saint Asaph Street

ZONE:

RM / Residential

BOARD ACTION, July 20,2011: Approved, as amended, by a roll call vote 4-1.
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
1. The statements in archaeology conditions below shall appear in the General Notes of all site
plans and on all site plan sheets that involve demolition or ground disturbance (including
Basement/Foundation Plans, Demolition, Erosion and Sediment Control, Grading,
Landscaping, Utilities, and Sheeting and Shoring) so that on-site contractors are aware of the
requirements:
a. The applicant/deveIoper shall call Alexandria Archaeology immediately (703838-4399) if any buried structural remains (wall foundations, wells, privies,
cisterns, etc.) or concentrations of artifacts are discovered during development.
Work must cease in the area of the discovery until a City archaeologist comes to
the site and records the finds.
b. The applicantldeveloper shall not allow any metal detection to be conducted on
the property, unless authorized by Alexandria Archaeology.
2. That the applicant provide complete window specifications for the replacement windows and
doors to verify conformance with Alexandria Replacement Window Policy at the time of
building permit application.

3. That the proposed shutters be wood, sized to fit each window and operable.
4. That no gas get lamps be used and that a more appropriate light fixture be used with final
approval by s W , and
5. That the applicant work with Staff on the final details of the enclosed porch design.
SPEAKERS
Hope Canning, project designer, agreed with the staff recommendations and spoke in support of
the application.

BAR CASE #20114182 & 20114183
July 20,2011

Billie Schaeffer, neighbor at 327 North Saint Asaph Street, spoke in opposition to the proposed
alterations.
John Williams, neighbor at 327 North Saint Asaph Street, spoke in opposition to the proposed
alterations.
Whitney and Jaime Steve, neighbors at 325 North Saint Asaph Street, spoke in opposition to the
proposed alterations.
Dan Nelson, neighbor at 403 North Saint Asaph Street, spoke in opposition to the proposed
alterations.
John Kester, neighbor at 313 North Saint Asaph Street, spoke in opposition to the proposed
alterations.
Thor Ronay, neighbor at 328 North Pitt Street, spoke in opposition to the proposed alterations.
Mary Theresa Vasquez, neighbor at 317 North Saint Asaph Street, spoke in opposition to the
proposed alterations.
The above neighbors expressed concern that the proposed alterations would negatively affect
this blocvace and the restoration work done by Polly Hulfsh in the 1960s.
John Hynan, representing the Historic Alexandria Foundation, commented that this case was
very different from the case before the Board in 2007 to do an addition on the rear of one of the
townhouses in the 300 block of North Saint Asaph. He noted that the applicant and the
neighbor's arguments both have merit but that the final decision rests with the Board.
Janice Cuny, applicant, agreed with the staff recommendations and spoke in support of the
application. Ms. Cuny provided photographic evidence of the overwhelming number of houses
on the block and in the surrounding area that have an entry at the side of the fagade, rather than
in the center. She explained that their intention was to improve the property through these
alterations. Ms. Cuny stated that she shared copies of the plans with neighbors and sent
additional letters beyond what was required by legal notice. She expressed frustration that some
neighbors had told her that they did not object to the plans previously but then were speaking in
opposition. Ms. Cuny explained that they reirised the plans to address concerns from the
neighbors.
Steve Robinson, applicant, spoke in support of the staff recommendations and noted that many of
the topics raised at the hearing were not relevant to the application and beyond the scope of the
Board's purview.

BOARD DISCUSSION
Mr.Smeallie stated that there is something special about this block, Hulfish Row, and that it
should be p r e ~ e ~ e but
d , that it should not be fi-ozen in time. He noted that Polly Hulfish
significantly changed these houses and that they were not pristine 1 8 9 or 19'century houses.
While he did not support radical changes, he found moving the door to the side to be an
improvement and did not object to the new window on the south elevation. However, he did not
support enclosing the rear porch or adding a deck.

-
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Mr. von Senden stated that this case was interesting because the period of significance was the
period of renovation rather than the first period of construction. He stated that this was not
Williamsburg and houses in Old Town should not be frozen in time. Mr. von Senden
commented that there was no real reason to move the door. He had no objection to the rear
porch but noted that it could use further refinement and detailing, such as aligning the sills with
the adjacent existing windows. He objected to the use of the gas jet light as it was not
appropriate to either date, was environmentally wasteful and did not provide any real light. He
noted that construction noise was not a BAR issue.
Mr. Neale stated that all buildings get altered over time and that we should not fear altering
buildings but that changes must be sensitive. He found that the proposed changes were generally
sensitive and included minimal work. He agreed that the back porch needed further refinement.
Mr. Carlin acknowledged this case was an emotional one and he understood the heritage aspect.
He noted that some houses were changed significantly and that some retained original materials
and fixtures. He observed that many houses and rows of house were converted, altered and
restored in the past and estimated that 200-300 no longer had any historic fabric left. He
expressed concern that denial of the proposed changes could set a bad precedent in the historic
district that might prevent any future alterations to buildings that had already been altered. In
addition, he noted the changes in this project were modest in scope and that it was typical to have
a storm porch/mudroom.
Mr. von Senden made a motion to approve the application with the staff recommendations and
two additional conditions: #4) that no gas jet lamps are used and that a more appropriate light
fixture be used with final approval by staff and, #5), that the applicant work with staff on the
final details for the enclosed porch design.
Mr. Neale seconded the motion, which was approved 4-1 by a roll call vote, with Mr. Smeallie
voting in opposition.
REASON
The Board found the proposed alterations to be modest in scale and appropriate to the existing
house and surrounding neighborhood. While several Board members commented that any
alterations should be sensitive to and compatible with existing buildings and their context, they
also noted that buildings evolve and specifically stated that the historic district was not fiozen in
time. There was concern about the precedent that could be set by denying any changes to a
building that had already been significantly altered and had very little historic fabric remaining.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION, Julv 20,2011: St& recommends approval of the application
with the following conditions:
1.

The statements in archaeology conditions below shall appear in the General Notes of all
site plans and on all site plan sheets that involve demolition or ground disturbance
(including Basemenfloundation Plans, Demolition, Erosion and Sediment Control,
Grading, Landscaping, Utilities, and Sheeting and Shoring) so that on-site contractors are
aware of the requirements:
a.

The applicantfdeveloper shall call Alexandria Archaeology immediately (703-8384399) if any buried structural remains (wall foundations, wells, privies, cisterns, etc.)
or concentrations of artifacts are discovered during development. Work must cease in

BAR CASE #2011-0182 & 2011-0183
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b.

the area of the discovery until a City archaeologist comes to the site and records the
finds.
The applicant/developer shall not allow any metal detection to be conducted on the
property, unless authorized by Alexandria Archaeology.

2.

That the applicant provide complete window specifications for the replacement windows
and doors to verify conformance with Alexandria Replacement Window Policy at the time
of building permit application.

3.

That the proposed shutters be wood, sized to fit each window and operable.

**EXPIRATION OF APPROVALS NOTE: In accordance with Sections 10-106(B) and 10-206(B) of the Zoning
Ordinance, any official Board of Architectural Review approval will expire 12 months h m the date of final
approval if the work is not commenced and diligently and substantially pursued by the end of that 12-month period.
*BUILDING PERMIT NOTE: Most projects approved by the Board of Architectural Review require the issuance
of one or more construction permits by Building and Fire Code Administration (icludinp; siding or r o o h a over 100
sauare fket. windows and sians). The applicant is responsible for obtaining all necessary construction permits after
receiving Board of Architectural Review approval. Contact Code Administration, Room 4200, City Hall, 703-7464200 for M e r information.

BAR CASE moll-om a 2011-0183
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BAR CASE #2011-0182 & 2011-0183
July 20,2011

I. ISSUE
The applicant is requesting a Permit to DemolishlEncapsulate and a Certificate of
~ ~ p r o ~ i a t e nfor
e s alterations
s
at 329 North Saint Asaph Street.
Permit to Demolish/Enca~sulate
The applicant is requesting approval of a Permit to DemolishEncapsulate to demolish the
following:
Encapsulate the existing rear porch on the south elevation with new windows and a door.
Demolish portions of the south (side) and east (rear) elevations for new window and door
openings.
Alterations
Replace all existing windows with simulated divided light double-glazed wood windows.
Install shutters on front elevation.
Relocate front door and stoop from center bay to original location at the northernmost
bay on the west (front) elevation. The front stoop design and railing will be reused. A
six panel mahogany door with two lights at the top is proposed. A copper lantern is also
proposed.
Install one new window and shift two existing window locations on the south (side)
elevation. Install two new basement windows beneath the enclosed porch on the south
(side) elevation behind the existing gate (not visible from public right-of-way). Install a
pair of French doors and below-grade steps on the east (rear) elevation at the basement
level (not visible from public right-of-way).
Reduce size of existing window on east (rear) elevation at second story and replace with
a casement window (not visible from public right-of-way).
New rear deck off enclosed porch on south (side) elevation to measure approximately 9'
by 5'-7" and replace existing stairs from open porch to yard. The trim and columns will
be made of Azek. The deck will have a wood handrail to match the existing stair railing.
The area below the deck and porch will be HardiePlank to match the profile of the
existing siding (area below deck and porch not visible from public right-of-way).
Relocate HVAC units to north property line, screened by a 42" brick wall. (not visible
from public right-of-way).
Excavate new English basement with access from rear yard (not visible from public rightof-way).

11. HISTORY
329 North Saint Asaph Street is a two-story, three-bay frame freestanding townhouse which was
originally constructed in a Second Empire Victorian style between 1891 and 1896. In 1965, the
Board approved an application made by the Old Alexandria Restoration Inc. to substantially alter
and renovate this house. Photographs from before and after the renovation confirm that the
townhouse was originally a typical late 19"century Victorian townhouse with a small Mansard
roof, with a side bay entry on the front facade, two-over-two windows and a pronounced door
hood and window surrounds. The transformation of this townhouse to a Colonial Revival style
"Polly House" included relocation of the front door to the center bay, changing the original shed
roofline to a side gable roof, construction of a dentiled cornice, installation of a new chimney and
replacement of all windows, siding and trim.
A "Polly House" is a term of endearment in the Alexandria community for a townhouse which
underwent substantial renovation and "restoration" in the 1960s and 1970s by Marianne "Polly"

BAR CASE #2011-0182 & 2011-0183
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Hulfish, founder and President of Old Alexandria Restoration Inc. The work of Old Alexandria
Restoration, Inc. was quite extraordinary and resulted in the preservation and restoration of over
sixty properties throughout the Old and Historic Alexandria District and, in no small part, was
responsible for stabilization and preservation of the historic district in these early years. While
her alterations to these houses were not subject to the same preservation standards and Design
Guidelines we would apply today, they have, nevertheless, acquired importance in their own
right as an early record of an evolving national preservation ethic.
111. ANALYSIS
The proposed project complies with Zoning Ordinance regulations.

Staff has no objection to the proposed demolition and encapsulation and finds the proposed
alterations to generally be compatible with the existing building and surrounding area. While
much of the rear elevation is plainly visible from Princess Street, the majority of the proposed
alterations are at the lower level and not visible h m the public right-of-way. Staff notes that
this case is particularly interesting in that the subject property, while originally constructed in the
late 19'-century, is almost entirely a 1960s Colonial Revival style townhouse due to the
extensive remodeling and renovation done at that time. The house's original design, characterdefining elements and materials are almost entirely absent. Because of the changes over time,
Staff, therefore, considers it a mid-20~-centuryColonial Revival resource. Staff does not
advocate a return to the original architectural design, noting that the 1960s alterations represent a
distinct period of the local historic preservation movement and have achieved historic
significance in their own right.
Permit to Demolish
In considering a Permit to Demolish, the Board must consider the following criteria set forth in
the Zoning Ordinance, $10- 105(B):
(I) Is the building or structure of such architectural or historical interest that its moving,
removing, capsulating or razing would be to the detriment of the public interest?
(2) Is the building or structure of such interest that it could be made into a historic
house?
(3) Is the building or structure of such old and unusual or uncommon design, texture and
material that it could not be reproduced or be reproduced only with great difficulty?
(4) Would retention of the building or structure help preserve the memorial character of
the George Washington Memorial Parkway?
(5) Would retention of the building or structure help preserve and protect an historic
place or area of historic interest in the city?
(6) Would retention of the building or structure promote the general welfare by
maintaining and increasing real estate values, generating business, creating new
positions, attracting tourists, students, writers, historians, artists and artisans, attracting
new residents, encouraging study and interest in American history, stimulating interest
and study in architecture and design, educating citizens in American culture and heritage,
and making the city a more attractive and desirable place in which to live?
In the opinion of Staff, none of the criteria for demolition and encapsulation are met and the
Permit to Demolish should be granted. The areas proposed for demolition and encapsulation are
minimal in scope, do not remove any portion of the building containing characterdefining
features of uncommon design or historic merit, and do not compromise the integrity of the
building as a whole. While at times, the cumulative effect of demolition and encapsulation can
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compromise the integrity of a property, Staff does not find that to be the case in this instance.
All of the proposed alterations are in the spirit of the Colonial Revival design constructed by Ms.
Hulfish.
Alterations
Converting an open side or rear porch to an enclosed porch is common in the historic district.
This type of alteration allows the porch element to continue to read as a porch while providing
for expanded interior space without expanding the footprint of the structure. In addition, it is an
easily reversible alteration. Staff finds that this alteration will be minimally visible from North
Saint Asaph Street and is not visible from Princess Street. The proposed materials are
appropriate for an enclosed porch and are compatible with the existing building. The Board has
regularly approved fiber cement siding and high-quality and solid-through-the-core composite
trim on new construction and additions and Staff believes its use here would help subtly
differentiate between the historic body of the house and the newly enclosed porch.
Staff supports the return of the front door to its original location. In a narrow urban townhouse, a
center door entry would have been highly unusual because of such a location's adverse effect on
the interior furniture layout. Staff recognizes that the 1965 relocation of the door to the center
was part of a larger effort to "Colonialize" this building and, perhaps, recall more grand, centerhall Georgian period structures. These center hall buildings were typically five bay, freestanding
buildings such as the original Gadsby's Tavern, which is not the case here. Staff has no
objection to the return of the door to its original location and notes that this change will not
detract from the Colonial Revival architectural style of the building. The side entry is more
appropriate for this urban townhouse form, regardless of the architectural period or style, and is
what is found everywhere else on this street. Staff also supports the proposed door, lantern and
reuse of the railing and stoop design.

As Staff considers the effective period of significance of this building to date from its complete
alteration in 1965, Staff supports the installation of double-glazed, simulated divided light wood
windows to match the existing Colonial Revival style windows, finding such an alteration to be
in conformance with the Board's recently adopted Window Policy.
Staff has met with the applicant and neighbors numerous times throughout the design review
process. Initially, the applicant proposed Craftsman-style windows on the south (side) elevation
that Staff found to be stylistically inappropriate. The applicant, therefore, revised this elevation
to eliminate two new openings, add one new double-hung window and slightly shift two
windows at the rear.
The adjacent property owner at 327 North Saint Asaph Street, had expressed concerns to Staff
and the owner about the size and design of the proposed rear deck, as well as the location of the
AC condenser units. Although the HVAC units and new basement entrance are not visible from
a public way and are not subject to BAR review, the applicant reduced the size of the rear deck
by half, relocated the AC condenser units to the north property line and screened the AC
condenser units with a low brick wall. The adjacent owner also originally expressed concern
about the impact of construction and basement excavation. However, these constmtability
issues are not before the BAR and are addressed by Code Administration and T&ES as part of
the building permit and inspection p m s s .
Staff recommends approval of the Permit to Demolish/Encapsulate and the Certificate of
Appropriateness for alterations with the conditions noted above.
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STAFF
Catherine Miliaras, Historic Preservation Planner, Planning & Zoning
A1 Cox, FAIA, Historic Preservation Manager, Planning & Zoning

IV. CITY DEPARTMENT COMMENTS
Legend:

-

C - code requirement R - recommendation S suggestion F- finding

Zoning Division:
C-1 Proposed porch enclosure, window replacement and door relocation comply with zoning.
C-2 Applicant must submit proposed open space calculations and show improvements on a
survey plat to determine if proposed rear deck and basement egress steps comply with the
required open space.
C-3

Applicant should screen HVAC units under the deck facing neighbor.

Indicate on the plans submitted for building permit the location of any
F-1
downspout../gutters.
Code Administration:
F-1
The following comments are for preliminary review only. Once the applicant has filed
for a building permit, code requirements will be based upon the building permit plans. If
there are any questions, the applicant may contact Thomas Sciulli, Plan Review
Supervisor at 703-746-41 90 or thomas.sciulli@exandriava.gov.
C-1

Building and trades permits will be required to be issued prior to any work at the site

C-2

Five sets of sealed plans shall be submitted for review with the pennit application. The
plans submitted for the BAR request are not approved for construction

C-3

Sequence of construction/excavation and methods to protect adjacent properties during
construction/excavation shall also be submitted at the time of application.

C-4

Window or door openings in the exterior wall shall comply with the following;
Between zero and 3 feet of the lot line no openings are allowed
Between 3 and 5 feet fiom the lot line openings are limited to 25% of the wall area
Greater than 5 feet fiom the lot line the number is unlimited

Transwrtation & Environmental Services
RECOMMENDATIONS
R1.

The building permit plans shall comply with requirements of City Code Section 5-6-224
regarding the location of downspouts, foundation drains and sump pumps. Refer to
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Memorandum to Industry dated June 18,2004. wmorandum is available online at the
City web site under Transportation\Engineering and DesigdMemos to Industry.].
(T&ES>

R2.

Applicant shall be responsible for repairs to the adjacent city right-of-way if damaged
during construction activity. (T&ES)

R3.

All improvements to the city right-of-way such as curbing, sidewalk, driveway aprons,
etc. must be city standard design. (T&ES)

R4.

No permanent structure may be constructed over any existing private andlor public utility
easements. It is the responsibility of the applicant to identie any and all existing
easements on the plan. (T&ES)

R5.

No staging, stockpiling or storage of materials, to include equipment, is permitted in the
sanitary sewer easement. A note to this effect shall be placed on the plat submitted will
all building permit applications. (T&ES)

R6.

An erosion and sediment control plan must be approved by T&ES prior to any land
disturbing activity greater than 2,500 square feet. (T&ES)

R7.

Compliance with the provisions of Article XI11 of the City's zoning ordinance for
stomwater quality control is required for any land disturbing activity greater than 2,500
square feet. (T&ES)

R8.

The building permit must be approved and issued prior to the issuance of any pennit for
demolition. (T&ES)

R9.

Construction of a new driveway entrance, or widening of an existing driveway entrance,
requires separate application to; and approval from, the Department of Transportation and
Environmental Services. (T&ES)

FINDINGS

F 1.

An approved grading plan may be required prior to approval of building permit
applications, per City code Section 5-6-224.
Questions regarding grading plans requirements should be directed to the T&ES Site Plan
Coordinator at (703) 746-4064. Memorandum to Industry No. 02-08 was issued on April
28,2008 and can be viewed online via the following link. (T&ES)
http://alexandriava.gov/uploadedFiles/t.pdf

CITY CODE REQWIREMENTS
C-1

The applicant shall comply with the City of Alexandria's Solid Waste Control, Title 5,
Chapter 1, which sets forth the requirements for the recycling of materials (Sec. 5-1-99).
(T&ES)

C-2

The applicant shall comply with the City of Alexandria's Noise Control Code, Title 11,
Chapter 5, which sets the maximum permissible noise level as measured at the property
line. (T&ES)
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C-3

Roof, surface and sub-surface drains be connected to the public storm sewer system, if
available, by continuous underground pipe. Where storm sewer is not available applicant
must provide a design to mitigate impact of stormwater drainage onto adjacent properties
and to the satisfaction of the Director of Transportation & Environmental Services.
(Sec.5-6-224) (T&ES)

C-4

All secondary utilities serving this site shall be placed underground. (Sec. 5-3-3) (T&ES)

C-5

Pay sanitary sewer tap fee prior to release of Grading Plan. (Sec. 5-6-25) (T&ES)

C-6

Any work within the right-of-way requires a separate permit from T&ES. (Sec. 5-2)
(T&ES)

Alexandria Archaeology
Archaeolow Findinns:
F-1 Tax records indicate that a structure was present along this street face at least as early as
1810. By 1850, these records document a fiee Afiican American household near the
comer of Princess and St. Asaph streets in the vicinity of this development lot. On later
nineteenth-century Sanborn Insurance maps, the area near this corner has structures
labeled ''Negro shanties." The property therefore has potential to yield archaeological
resources that could provide insight into domestic activities in 19thcentury Alexandria,
perhaps relating to African Americans.

Recommendations:
R-1 The statements in archaeology conditions below shall appear in the General Notes of all
site plans and on all site plan sheets that involve demolition or ground disturbance
(including Basement/Foundation Plans, Demolition, Erosion and Sediment Control,
Grading, Landscaping, Utilities, and Sheeting and Shoring) so that on-site contractors are
aware of the requirements:
a.

b.

The applicant/developer shall call Alexandria Archaeology immediately (703-8384399) if any buried structural remains (wall foundations, wells, privies, cisterns,
etc.) or concentrations of artifacts are discovered during development. Work must
cease in the area of the discovery until a City archaeologist comes to the site and
records the finds.
The applicant/developer shall not allow any metal detection to be conducted on the
property, unless authorized by Alexandria Archaeology.
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The Work of Marianne (Polly)
Hulfish in the Old and Historic
Alexandria District
by Peter H. Smith
Priricipal Staff, Boards of Arcl:. iectural
Pcv~cw,Ucpartmor~tu f Plaraning 2nd Zorllng

Alexandria's colontal image is, in
large measure, a product, not a
legacy.
Central arrlvrrg the
Coloriial manufactory magriatas
was Mar~anna Hulflsh 11 9061981 1.
Polly, as stlo was
affectionately and un:versally
known, was
one
of the

iristrumental forcos irt securing
Alsxandr~a's hrstaric p a s t .
Without her and marly like her,
undoubtedly there woulrf be r w
preservation there today.
The
visual impression of Alexar~driarrr

rhe 19!?0s is the handiwork of a
band of dedicated and committed
tllstoric praservationists beginning
a yeocriitiun ago. Their foresight
atid f ~r-~ancial
resources created
what w o celebrate today. Polly
Cl ulfisn was persanally responsible
for the "preservation" of over fifty
f 6 ~ i d l i i l t i a I and commercial
structures in the Old and Historic
Aloxarrjria District beginning in
1960 s~~d lasting until t 9 9 1 .

Central

tb

the

philosophy

of

historrc preservatiorl is the scrape
versus anti-scrape debate that is
most wtdely known through the
w r i r ~ n g s and works of V~olEet
LeDuc and John Rusken.
In
essence, this debate has as 11s
tenets: shordd buildings be left as
they are or should buildlr~gsbe
"restored", shorn uf their rrodarn
accretions and made to resemble
samethirig they rn~ght tiilve
looked like in the past? In this
philosoph~caldebate, Paliy was
definitely in the LeDuc camp,
Clearly it was her decidad
intentlor1 t o create sornethtrly t h a t
might have been. 113 doirig so,
she was widely celebratecl. Her
remarkable legacy, the :maye of
preservation In Alexandria, is less
widely praised.
Alcxa~lc.lrrars
preservation o f f o r ~ shave been
widely criticized as celebrating
the eighteenth century i+ I the
expense of the twentcezh century.
This inlags rcaffirnred b y
professional writers, ~ricluding
n a t ~ v e sons, neglects trio p a f h
breaking
racortj of
historic
preservatiorl tn the City irr~rl
distorts the possible.
Polly was it~strurncntal it: the
creation of
Old Alextrndria
Restorattan, lnc. Tbe work of
this organrratron
was quite
ex traordr17ary
Old Alex;311dr1a
Restoration f uncrioned i s ;r

.

ti.stortc preservation revolv~ng
l ~ ~ r l--r i that is, the Corporatiori
i=ought houses, fixed them up and
resold t t ~ e n ~hopefully,
,
for a t
cast a small profit and ;hen
la-used the profits to carry out
:j:hcr projects. Old Alexandria
fiestoration was established w i t h
Polly as its President Irl 1 962.
During the 1970s preservasion
revalving funds were kiailacl as
c~rw 01 the inost innovative arrd
successful preservation tools that
could be used to revitalize a
tllstanc districr. Like niuch of l ~ c r
career in yr~servattcln,Polly was
.rtf.rrv1yyears ahead of everyone. It
b.vas n o t until nearly a decade
<lftar ttie ustablishmenr of Old
Alexandr~a Restoration t h a t
,~ceservationrevolving funds were
*ri wide
rise in preservatiuri
-;f:strtcts in such places ss
Annapolis,
Charteston
and
Pittsburgh. But in one sense, the
rovolv~rrc_l fund that was Old
Alexandria Restoration was 1 ~ k u
every other revolving fund - it
rr:vulved down, not up.
The
1:arporation was dissolved :n
!375 and returrred 10 cents on
trle dollar t o the original invustors.
kioweS/er, the corpotatron was
c~u.tesuccessful in what it did.
Oy the trma of tts dlssotutton, tho
r arporatton had bought arid sold
~ioarlytwenty properties, assuring
Ihem of preservation arid a

continued life rn rhe Old acd
Historic Altrxcrr~drra01stric:t.
A t tfle t i r ~ i eot tier death 111
198 1 , the G ~ x e l s e wrote,
she "was a leader of a tiny
handful of citizens who proved
that restoration of oid homes was
basically
better
and rnorlt
j ~ r ~ f ~ t a b then
lt?
de~:iali;ion
arid
cew construcrian in Alexandria's
t~igtoric ;rrea ...111 1 960 Mrs.
Hulf~sh formed Old Alexandria
Restoration, Inc. which ied t o the
restoration of over 45 houses In
Alexandrta primarily in the I~istorlc
district.
These houses remain
distinctrve for their unique beauty,
warmth and c h a r r ~ ~ . Mrs.
ISulfish'~touch IS so apparenr la1
her work that the hanics ara uftcn
advertised as 'Pofly houses."' 117
addttian fa her resrosation work,
Mrs. Hulfish was a rnember of tf-re
Board for 9 years.
'The
Alexandria Association gave per
awards for
outstandirig
restaration vdark in 1962 and
1968. In July 1981 she was
tionored w~',Eian award frorrs t r l t t
Alexandria C'tg Caur:c:l for -?r
cormtriibu?ions to
Al~xarauria
prsserva tiori.
Her i~\.isbarid,
Thomas A. 1Julfish. Jr. w a s 3
rnenlber of the City Cui~riciiin t l w
m14-1 940s and was a principal
sponsor sf ;he ordirianou which
created the Ofd and H~stor~c

Alexandria District i n 1946.
Tc~iiay, her son, Thomas A.
t s h I , serves as the
Ck~liirrna~l
of the Old and Historic
Alexarrdria O ~ s t r ~ c t Board of
Arcnitectural Review.
Yoily houses, or burldings which
have been "Polly-izod" t o use Al
Ca x ' s felicitous phrase, are plainly
recognizable.
They have their
uwrl icutrography. Their exterior
~cf:ar~creristics
are on plain vrew
and easily decipherable with but
fewi clues. Polly houses and their
orogsny, "Son of Polly Houses,"
have the following characteristics:
8" beaded siding, SIX-aver-six true
divided light wood windows, a
yaista roof form with asphalt
shirglos, usually a single gable
dnfii-~ef and a ~ ~ n ~ t o r rfront
n

*ac3de.

63% S o St. Asaph Street is the
only resrdence Polly IS known to
!:avu created in its entirety. Tha
for:-11erhause existing on the site
war-; condemned and torn down
{;a. 1966. In its place, OAR( arld
, t s ;drc:hitects Gat teshall & Ayers
I -T
I
Morton,
project
;jrc.l.ritt.ct) cruatod a Colonial
Re:: vaC house unlike any o ~ h e rin
ttic Old and Historic Alexandria

Disrr~ct. The house with tts first
flcor overhanging pent roof recalls
Pet~nsylvania colonla1

archrtect ure. But, mure v ~ v ~ d rt
ly
bespeaks the Colonial ari;hrrccturt.l
)deal ot Bette/ Homes and
Gardens of the lacs 1I)rjOs. T h s
IS ;
i rowhuuse
that looks ; r l
elevdt~or\ as ~t more r ~ g l ~ t l y
betongs r r l Bethestla. 11-1 slttlrt, i t
has no antasecfents in tho
a r c h t t c c t u r a i herrtage
rsf
Alsxandrla. Yet, t h e r ~4 1 sltS as

pan of a row af rtitd~rvneraenrh
century Structusos.
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10-104 Board of architectural review.
10-105
Matters to be considered in approving certificates and permits.
(A)

Certificate of appropriateness.
(1

Scope of review. The Old and Historic Alexandria District board of architectural
review or the city council on appeal shall limit its review of the proposed
construction, reconstruction, alteration or restoration of a building or structure to
the building's or structure's exterior architectural features specified in sections
lo-105(A)(2)(a) through (2)(d) below which are subject to view from a public
street, way, place, pathway, easement or waterway and to the factors specified in
sections 10-105(A)(2)(e) through (2)(j) below; shall review such features and
factors for the purpose of determining the compatibility of the proposed
construction, reconstruction, alteration or restoration with the existing building or
structure itself, if any, and with the Old and Historic Alexandria District area
surroundings and, when appropriate, with the memorial character of the George
Washington Memorial Parkway, including the Washington Street portion thereof.
if the building or structure faces such highway; and may make such requirements
for, and conditions of, approval as are necessary or desirable to prevent any
construction, reconstruction, alteration or restoration incongruous to such existing
building or structure, area surroundings or memorial character, as the case may
be.
(2)

Standards. Subject to the provisions of section 10-105(A)(1) above, the Old and
Historic Alexandria District board of architectural review or the city council on
appeal shall consider the following features and factors in passing upon the
appropriateness of the proposed construction, reconstruction, alteration or
restoration of buildings or structures:
(a)

Overall architectural design, form, style and structure, including, but not
limited to, the height, mass and scale of buildings or structures;

(b)
Architectural details including, but not limited to, original materials and
methods of construction, the pattern, design and style of fenestration.
ornamentation, lighting, signage and like decorative or functional
fixtures of buildings or structures; the degree to which the distinguishing
original qualities or character of a building, structure or site (including
historic materials) are retained;
(c)

Design and arrangement of buildings and structures on the site; and the
impact upon the historic setting, streetscape or environs;
(d
Texture, material and color, and the extent to which any new
architectural features are historically appropriate to the existing structure
and adjacent existing structures;

(4
The relation of the features in sections 10-105(A)(Z)(a) through (d) to
similar features of the preexisting building or structure, if any, and to
buildings and structures in the immediate surroundings;

(0
The extent to which the building or structure would be harmonious with
or incongruous to the old and historic aspect of the George Washington
Memorial Parkway;

(a)

The extent to which the building or structure will preserve or protect
historic places and areas of historic interest in the city;

(h)
The extent to which the building or structure will preserve the memorial
character of the George Washington Memorial Parkway;

(i)
The extent to which the building or structure will promote the general
welfare of the city and all citizens by the preservation and protection of
historic interest in the city and the memorial character of the George
Washington Memorial Parkway; and
(j

The extent to which such preservation and protection will promote the
general welfare by maintaining and increasing real estate values,
generating business, creating new positions, attracting tourists,
students, writers, historians, artists and artisans, attracting new
residents, encouraging study and interest in American history,
stimulating interest and study in architecture and design, educating
citizens in American culture and heritage and making the city a more
attractive and desirable place in which to live.
(B)

Permit to move, remove, capsulate or demolisl7 in whole or in part buildings or structures.
The Old and Historic Alexandria District board of architectural review or the city council on
appeal shall consider any or all of the following criteria in determining whether or not to
grant a permit to move, remove, capsulate or demolish in whole or in part a building or
structure within the Old and Historic Alexandria District.
(1
Is the building or structure of such architectural or historical interest that its
moving, removing, capsulating or razing would be to the detriment of the public
interest?

(2)
Is the building or structure of such interest that it could be made into an historic
shrine?

(3)
Is the building or structure of such old and unusual or uncommon design, texture
and material that it could not be reproduced or be reproduced only with great
difficulty?
(4)
Would retention of the building or structure help preserve the memorial character
of the George Washington Memorial Parkway?
(5)
Would retention of the building or structure help preserve and protect an historic
place or area of historic interest in the city?

(6)
Would retention of the building or structure promote the general welfare by
maintaining and increasing real estate values, generating business, creating new
positions, attracting tourists, students, writers, historians, artists and artisans,
attracting new residents, encouraging study and interest in American history,
stimulating interest and study in architecture and design, educating citizens in
American culture and heritage and making the city a more attractive and
desirable place in which to live?
(7)

In the instance of a building or structure owned by the city or the redevelopment
and housing authority, such building or structure having been acquired pursuant
to a duly approved urban renewal (redevelopment) plan. would retention of the
building or structure promote the general welfare in view of needs of the city for
an urban renewal (redevelopment) project?
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DOORS

elements. Care should be taken that the characted &fining features of these doorways are
maintained. For example, a decorative door
surround should not be removed to install a
new door.

The installation of new exterior doors,
whether pedestrian or vehicular, as well as
storm doors visible from a public way require the appnwal of a certificate of appm
priateness by the Boards of Architectural
Review.

Doors and their surrounds are as much a
character defining feature of architectural
styles as arc windows. For example, Federal
and Georgian style residential structures
from the late-18th and early-19th century
usually have solid wood panel entrance
doors. Late 19th century Victorian structures often have wood doors that incorporate
glass panels. Main entrance doorways are
generally rn elaborate than doorways on
secondary or rear entrances to a building.

PEDESTRIAN DOORWAYS
Exterior d m and storm doors constitute
prominent visual details of the main facade
of a building. In addition to the door itself,
details surrounding the doorway are also important visual elements of a building. Such
detailing includes door frames, glass, moldings. pediments, hoods and hardware. Exterior doors and surrounding details should
complement the architecture of the structure
and not detract from it.
p-

,-

,.

A large number of architectural styles are
represented in the buildings in the historic
districts and each style incorporates distinctive doorways and surrounding architecturai

Modem exterior and storm doors often contain inappropriate decorative elements that
detract from the architec!ural integrity of the
structure. For example, storm doors with
foliated panels are inappropriate on structures within the hist&c districts.

VEHICUZIAR DOORWAYS
During the 18th and 19th centuries, separate
accessory structures to store horses. wagons
and camages were common. With the advent of the automobile in the late-19th cen-

Storm cioors should be plain and not obscure historic b r s .
City of Alexandria, Virginia
Design Guidelines

Exterior Doors - Page 1

tury, garages for automobiles became commonplace on both residential and commercial buildings. Each required doorways.
Separate residential automobile garage
smctwes often reflect the arch;itectural character of the principal building. In such instances, the garage door is part of the overall
design of the structure. Care should be taken
in the replacement of garage doors to ensure
that the door is appropriate to the architecturat character of the garage. For example, if
the garage door has windows, the replacement door should not be solid In many instances, however, garages were simply utilitiuian structures that had little in common
with the architectural characteristics of the
main building. In such instances, replacement garage dwrs should make use of materials that are compatible with the existing
structure.

keep historic materials and repair them rather than replace an item with new material.

RETENTION OF HISTORIC
MATERIALS
A central tenet of the philoso hy of historic
preservation is h a t original Ristoric materiaIs should be retained and repaired rather
than ,replaced. An informed and careful
analysis 'of the existing condition should be
made before any decision to replace historic
materials is made. It is often cheaper to

Exterior flush or paneled metal doors are
generally not appropriate on residential
structures. In certain instances, flush metal
doors may be appropriate for basement level
entrances in side or rear yards.

GTs-1
PEDESTRIANDOORWAYS

Exterior doors and surrounding details
should be appropriate to the period of the
s m c t w . For example, Victorian style
doorways oftcn include side lights. Such
original detailing should be retained.
Vestibule additions surrounding original
doors and details shodd dot be consaucted
on the primary elevation of a structure.
Decorative door surrounds that are a character &fining feature of a building should
not be removed to install a new door.

Exterior flush or paneled metal doors may
be appropriate in certain limited circum-

Proposal for a new residential sfrucfure and garage with paneled wood door.
SOURCE:808 Oronoco Street, BAR Case #92-226, JohnSavage, Architect, P.C.
City of Alexandria, Virginia

Design Guidelines
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ATTACHMENT F

Dear Neighbor,
We were sorry to see from the Board of Architectural Review files that you are
opposing our planned renovations [at 329 N Saint Asaph). We wanted to tell you
more about our plans.
We moved here last year because we love the neighborhood, in part, because it is
historic and so charming. We worked carefully with designers to make sure that our
exterior changes were minimal and totally in keeping with the character of the
neighborhood. Most of the changes will occur in the back of the property, and most
of those will not be visible from any public venue.
'The changes to the front will certainly be visible, but as you can see from the
enclosed artist's rendering, they will be totally in keeping with the neighborhood
both as it was in 1890's [we're returning the door to its original position) and as the
neighborhood is now (almost all of the 1890's vintage houses in a three blocl< radius
that have 2 windows and a door, have the door on the side, rather than being
flanked by the windows).
For those ofyou who have backyards that are contiguous with ours, from your
backyard, you will see only the top portion of the porch which will be glassed in
instead of open - not much different from what you see now.
The part of the plan that drew the most concern from those that we've spolcen to
was the deck that replaced our current stairs and curved around across a part of the
back of the house. Because of those concerns, we cut the size of the deck by more
than half so that it will extend just 2'6" past the stairs it is replacing.
We hope that you will take a lool<at the enclosed plans and let us know if you still
have any concerns.
Thanks,

Jan Cuny & Steve Robinson

Dear BAR Member,
Re: Proposed renovations to 329 N Saint Asaph.
We moved to Old Town last year because of its historic character and charm. We were
aware that some of our neighbors were quite concerned about any possible renovations we
might do and we talked to them about their concerns even before we hired our architects,
Hope and Tom Canning. As a result, we plan only very minor changes to the exterior that
we believe are totally consistent with the character of our neighborhood.
We had heard that our neighbors to the south, the Schaeffers, might be particularly
concerned, and so we showed them preliminary plans months before our BAR submission.
At the time they expressed no objections. Shortly after though, we received a letter from
them saying that they were objecting to every single change. The letter ended with a
statement that they were unhappy about the disruption that any construction might cause,
which I believe is their chief concern.
One of the things the Schaeffers objected to was the addition and shape of a number of
windows we wanted to add on the wall along on our shared alley. As a result, we removed
most of those windows from the plan, leaving only one, identical to the already existing
windows. After our BAR submission, we heard that they were also unhappy about the
curved deck and planned placement of our HVAC. We revised our submission to scale back
the deck considerably so that it is ngw not curved and is almost the same size as the
current set of stairs it replaces. We moved the HVAC to the opposite side of our property,
away from their backyard.
We believe our remaining changes are quite minor and totally in keeping with the
neighborhood. The move of the front door will certainly be visible, but it will be in
character with the neighborhood both as it was in 1890's (we're returning the door to its
original position) and as the neighborhood is now [almost all of the nearby 1890's vintage
houses with 2 front windows and a door, have the door placed off center, rather than
flanked by the windows).
Our neighbors with backyards that are contiguous with ours will see only the top portion of
the glassed-in porch and the top of the railing of the small deck The trees in our yard will
all remain.
We are aware our house was one of many renovated by Polly Hulfish and we think of that
as part of its charm and, in fact, the charm of our entire block Her renovation was decades
ago though, and our house now needs some repairs and updating. We are confident that the
very minor external changes we are requesting with this BAR submission will not disturb
the look, feel, and charm of our block
Thanks for your consideration,

Jan Cuny & Steve Robinson

Proposed renovation of 329 N Saint Asaph
The move of our front door to the side in keeping with our historic
neighborhood: The move would restore the door tn its original, 1893 position.
The move is in keeping with the current historic houses in our neighborhood:
There are 19 nearby historic houses (300 block of St Asaph and 500 & 400 block of
Queen) that have two windows and a door on their front sides. Only 3 of the 18 have
their doors in the middle. Both of these houses on St Asaph have their door on the
side.

329 N. Saint Asaph Renovation
1 have seen the renovation plans for the house that my neighbors, Steve Robinson
and ]an Cuny, own at 329 N Saint Asaph Street,Alexandria. They are well within the
spirit of our neighborhood and 1 have no objection to their proceeding with
construction.

I have seen the renovation plans for the house that my neighbors, Steve Robinson
and JanCuny, own at 329 N Saint Asaph Street, Alexandria. They are well within the
spirit of our neighborhood and 1 have no objection to their proceeding with

construction.
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Letter of Support for project at 329 N. Saint Asaph
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Letter of Support for project at 329 N. Saint Asaph
Stephanie mansfield [mansfieldsteph@msn.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 1:36 PM

To:

blie Fuerth

Sfephanie Mansfield
310 North Saint Asuph Sfreef
Alexandria, w i n i u 2231 4

Dear City Council Members,

I have been a resident and homeowner in Old Town since 1979. I have also renovated two houses in
need of repair.
I have gone over the plans for the alterations to 329 N. Saint Asaph and find the proposed changes:
Totally in keeping with the architecture of the house and block
Sensitive changes for a "sleeping porch" , many of which are found on houses of that era and are
not clearly visible from the street unless you strain to find it
6 by 6 glass appropriate
Front door returning to its original place is an improvement to the front exterior

Frankly, 1 fail to understand why any neighbor would find these proposed changes threatening to the
character of the street, or of Old Town in general. I think the thought and planning deserve your
approval. I walk by this house almost every day, and I'd like to see the front door back to its original
place. I agree with the BAR member who called the center front door indicative of a suburban center
hall colonial.
Kind regards,
Stephanie Mansfield

Catherine Miliaras
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michele Oaks on behalf of Preservation
Thursday, July 21, 2011 9:48 AM
Catherine Miliaras
FW: 329 n st asaph s t

Michele Oaks
Historic Preservation Section
703-746-3835 direct
http://www.alexandriava.~v/preservation

-----Original Message----From: Christine Savala [mailto:csavala@me.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 19,2011 6:07 PM
To: Preservation
Subject: 329 n st asaph st
Commissioners and City Staff,
After review of the proposed docket items #4+5 i concur with staff to approve the property owners well designed
alternation and encapsulation of the period "Polly" home.
Their are many in the neighborhood that support the improvements of this home as it has been nearly SO years since
many of them have been altered and improved. Lets remember we are a 'living city' not a museum.
Respectfully,

Cathleen Curtin RA AIA

July 9,20 11
To Whom It May Concern: Regarding BAR Case: 20 11-00182 & 00 183
We the undersigned support the existing external appearance of 329 North
Saint Asaph as designed by Marianne (Polly) Hulfish.
We object to the following proposed changes:
Relocation of the fiont door
Enclosure of existing rear porch with new windows
New Rear porch which exceeds original footprint
All New windows and shifted window locations
In an article for The Alexandria Chronicle in 1998, Peter Smith,
Alexandria Planning and Zoning, credits Polly Hulfish as being
personally responsible for the preservation of over fifty residential and
commercial structures in the Old and ~istoricAlexandria District
beginning in 1960 and lasting until 1971. Mr. Smith also statesthat Polly
was one of the instrumental forces in securing Alexandria's historic past.
He continues to say that without her and many like her, undoubtedly there
would be no preservation there today.
Today, starting at the 100 block of North Saint Asaph, and ending on the
900 block, there is a smattering of office buildings, restaurants, retail
shops and Town Home developments. Thanks to Polly, the 300 block
was preserved, and is definitely the jewel of North Saint Asaph. While
others did nothing for preservation, she worked to save an entire block of
homes complete with an incredible amount of green space.
We feel that Polly's vision for the 300 block of North Saint Asaph should
be preserved: Any changes she made during her preservation are now
part of "our" history. She took a block, badly in need or repair, and
turned it into one of the most photographed blocks in Old Town. Is it any
wonder, that two national corporations selected this block to represent Old
Town 'Alexandria in their advertising campaigns?
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July 10, 201 1
Board of Architectural Review
Department of Planning & Zoning
City of Alexandria
Alexandria, Virginia 223 14
Regarding:
BAR Case No. - 201 1-00182-00183
Permit to Move, Encapsulate, or Demolish -329 N. St. Asaph
Dear Mr. Chairman and Board Members:
For the last 26 years we have been the owners 81residents of 327 North
Saint Asaph, a home Polly Hulfish was instrumental in saving. As I'm
sure you are aware, Polly was a leader of historic preservation from
1960 until 1971 . In the 1998 publication of the Alexandria Chronicle,
Peter Smith, Department of Planning and Zoning, wrote at length of
Polly Hulfish and her accomplishments. We learn that in 1962, with
Polly as their president, Mrs. Hulfish was instrumental in creating Old
Alexandria Restoration Inc., a group that functioned as a historic
preservation revolving fund ...buying houses, fixing them up and selling
them. The profits were then re-used to carry out other projects. Polly
was definitely ahead of her time, during the 1970s, preservation
revolving funds were hailed as one of the most innovative and
successful preservation tools used to revitalize a historic district.
In addition to her restoration work, Mrs. Hulfish was a member of the
Board for 9 years. She was given awards for o~~tstanding
restoration
work in 1962 & 1968 by The Alexandria Association, and in July, 1981
was honored by the Alexandria City Council with an award for her
contributions to Alexandria preservation. Polly's husband, Thomas A.
Hulfish, Jr., was a member of the City Council in the mid-1940's and
was a principal sponsor of the ordinance which created the Old and
Historic Alexandria District in 1946.

July 201 1 - Page 2 - Letter of the BAR Case: 201 1-00182 & 001 83
As with anything else in life, there will always be "criticsn, but Polly's
vision for "what might have beenn has become a permanent part of
Alexandria's history. It is her vision that we see on the 300 block of
North Saint Asaph, and it is her vision we should be celebrating, not
destroying. We agree with Peter Smith, "These homes remain distinctive
for their unique beauty, warmth and charmn. Moving doors, adding
windows, enclosing porches with glass, and attaching a Sfoot 7inch
high deck to the back of the house was clearly not Polly's vision. The
applicant is proposing not only exterior changes, but is changing the
entire interior. Everything Polly did will be gone forever. There is
nothing we can do to preserve the interior, but we feel it is our
responsibility to try and preserve the exterior, which was the vision of
an incredible lady, Polly Hulfish.
As the direct neighbor of 329 North Saint Asaph, we are also extremely
concerned about the amount of excavation that will be taking place so
close to our property. This would relate to any property damage we
might suffer, such as walls and foundations cracking, flooding, and any
unexpected issue that may arise. We are also troubled by the proposed
glassed in porch. The open design that exists today is far more
compatible with the overall look of our homes, which is a simple design,
reflective of their history. Also, the Sfoot, 7inch high deck, which will
exceed the original footprint, is something one would find on a newer
home, and is completely out of character with the neighborhood. As
for pl~blicvisibility, the proposed front door, side windows and glassed
in porch will be visible from N. St. Asaph; the deck will be visible from
Princess St., and the public alley off of Pitt Street.
We are delighted that our homes are referred to as "Hulfish Row" on the
bus tours. Additionally, this block of homes was used to represent Old
Town in two national add campaigns...all thanks to Polly.
We thank you for your time and ask you to deny this application.
Respectfully,

John Williams

&

90

Billie Schaeffer

July 13,2011
Board of Architectural Review
Department of Planning & Zoning
City of Alexandria
Alexandria, Virginia 223 14

RE: BAR Case No. - 201 1-00182-00183,329 N.St. Asaph
To the Chainnan and Members of the Board:
In 1996, when purchasing a home at 403 North Saint Asaph Street (part of the 1831 building that
long housed the city jail), one of the key features of the neighborhood that was compelling was
the attention to historic detail and preservation.
Any effort to alter the external footprint or appearance of homes in the area (or throughout Old
Town Alexandria) risks permanent damage to precisely the character that draws home buyers
and tourists to the city.
The plans for 329 ~ 6 r t Saint
b
Asaph - which include both significant extemal and internal
alterations - need to be seen reasonably and appropriately. As a nearby homeowner, I question
but do not contest the right of anyone to make internal renovations, often to modernize a
property. Yet,the substantial changes to the external configuration and appearance of 329 N.
Saint Asaph should not be allowed.
Homes with an importance to Alexandria's cultural heritage ought not be substantially altered by
adding decks, building enclosed glassed-in porches, or otherwise changing visible
characteristics. The BAR should guard such a heritage vigorously, while of course allowing
internal modernization and upkeep. Like these homes in the 300 block, it is simply inconceivable
that anyone in our block would construct decks, build enclosed porches, add windows, etc.
This request should be rejected both because of the specific kinds of external changes
(substantial and permanent) and because of the BAR'S role in preserving the heritage of
Alexandria

July 13,2011
To Whom It May Concern: BAR Case:2011-00182/00183
As neighbors in the area, we are writing in support of the
EXISTING external appearance of 329 North St. Asaph St.

We understand that it was designed by Polly Hulfish as part of a
block-long restoration. From our second story patio we look
directly into the backyard of 329 N. St. Asaph.
We have two concerns:
First, that .the historic nature of the neighborhood be preserved
without unnecessary exterior alteration.
Second, that the proposed digging and dirt removal from
lowering the basement, as well as other debris from interior
reconstruction, will require a lengthy positioning of a dumpster
in the street in front of the house.
We have lived in our house for 37 years and have had to deal
with innumerable construction projects (jail/police station
removal, construction on that site, Burgh demolition and
construction, houses constructed at the west corner of
Princess and North St. Asaph, several remodeling efforts on N.
St. Asaph and Queen, etc.) all of which were disruptive, not just
to us, but to the entire neighborhood.
Respectfully submitted,

Ron and Hazel Rigby, 330 North Pitt Street (backing on Princess)

July 10,2011
Board of Architectural Review
Department of Planning and Zoning
City of Alexandria
Alexandria, VA 22314
Re: Case No. 2011000182-00183
Permit to Move, Encapsulate, or Demolish, 329 N. Saint Asaph S t
Dear Mr. Chairman and Board Members:

-

As ownerlresidents of 325 North Saint Asaph S t one of a unique set of
contiguous, preserved homes -we write to express our opposition to the
proposal regarding 329 North Saint Asaph S t
Our main concern is that the proposal would significantly alter the look and
character of the 300 block of North Saint Asaph S t a truly unique block which
has been carefully restored and maintained for over forty years. Our block
referred to as "Hulfish Row" thanks to pioneering preservationist Polly Hulfish
is the
preserved block of pre-Civil war homes in all of North Saint Asaph S t

-

-

-

While all homeowners have a right to improve their homes, moving front doors,
excavating basements, demolishing and rebuilding fireplaces, adding windows
and tacking on suburban4yle patio porches to historic houses certainly goes
beyond what is reasonable in a preservation area. The bulk of these proposed
renovations would be visible from the front, side and rear of all areas surrounding
329 North Saint Asaph S t
Our second concern involves possible damage to older nearby homes and
foundations, like ours, located less than thirty feet from the proposed
construction site. This is a particular concern because of the proposal to
excavate the basement and demolish and remove the existing chimneylfireplace.
We thank you for your time and effort and respectfully ask that the Board
disapprove the application regarding 329 North Saint Asaph S t

325 North Salnt Asaph S t
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-6834385

July 12,2011
Board of Architectural Review
City Hall
Alexandria, VA 22314

-

Re: Case No. 2011- 00182 - 00183 329 North Saint Asaph
Dear Mr. Chairman & Members of the Board:
My name is Cay Critz and I live at 307 North Saint Asaph, a Polly Hulfish
house. I moved from Savannah, Georgia to Alexandria, Virginia in 1990.
The first time Isaw the house at 307 North Saint Asaph Iknew I had found
my home. Iwas eager to learn the history of this lovely house and quite
impressed with the remarkable Polly Huffish. Iwas even more impressed
that a woman in the 1960's was able to do so much for historic preservation.
I have recently learned about the proposed plans for 329 North Saint Asaph
and I must tell you, it disturbs me to think of a Polly Huffish house being
destroyed. This block of homes is incredibly special and should be
protected. I understand that the interior of a home is not under the
jurisdiction of the BAR, however, the exterior of a home has to follow certain
guidelines. I believe the proposed plans for 329 North Saint Asaph do not
follow these guidelines. Mrs. Huffish had a complete, and I might add,
charming plan for our block. Changing any exterior element of the home
alters her view, and erases our history. Any changes that Mrs. Hulfiih
made during her restoration should remain as they are today.

Please deny this application

July 13,201 1
Board of Architectural Review
Old Town, Alexandria, VA

RE: BAR Case # 201 1-00182-00183
O~wsitionto chan~esto 329 N. St. A s a ~ h

Dear Board,
Please preserve the Historic character of our North East block (300 N. St. Asaph)
of Old Town! I feel very fortunate to live on this block of Historic North End of Oid
Town for over 16 years. At the same time, I, as an owner, have the obligation to be its'
"guardians", specifically during this ceiebration of Alexandria in history. Appropriately
that this time, we continue to preserve history! Historicaliy, these "row" of houses
sometimes called "Hulfish Row or Polly's Row" have been in existence since the 1850's.
In the 19603, Ms. Hulfish had the "vision" to revitalize and preserve this row of homes
into a historical district which is enjoyed to date.
It is well known that there are a very limited amount of historical homes in the North
East side compared to the rest of Historical Old Town. Also, there are houses whose
owners have made significant chauges to which have totally changed their historical
character. One just has to walk around and see these obvious changes.
I live about two blocks from the historical areas of Christ Church, the Robert E. Lee
"boyhood" home, Lee Fendall home and onelhalf block h m the historical pebble street
of Princess Street which is located between N. St. Asaph and the George Washington
Parkway. Additionally, I am proud to add that the tour buses travel on our block daily to
see and enjoy our beautiful "Polly row" of houses. Additionally, my house is located next
to a very "special walkway" which was an alley in the olden days. On a daily basis, this
beautill, brick walkway "invites and showcases" the historical preservation and beauty
of the open space of the 1850's of our historical row of homes to the large amount of
tourists and neighbor traffic between N. St. Asaph and N. Pitt and beyond. This walkway
is situated in the middle of the 300 block of N. St. Asaph between my house at 3 17 and
3 131315 N. St. Asaph. Thanks to the City of Alexandria for investing time, money and
landscaping in providing this beautiful brick walkway. This proves that the City of
Alexandria cares for our neighborhood and its historical significance.
As proud and responsible citizens of Old Town, it is our dufv to preserve the
historical significance, beauty, open space, "blue-print" and unique character of the 300
block of N. St. Asaph for f h r e generations. Therefore, I object to any changes to 329 N.
St. Asaph which destroys the historical character of the "Polly Hulfish Row."

Mary Theresa Vasquez
317 N. St. Asaph St.
Alexandria, VA 223 14
703-5 19-9437

JOHN G. KESTER
313 North Saint Asaph Street
Alexandria, Virginia 222314
July 14, 2011
Board of Architectural Review
City Hall
~lexandria,Virginia 22314
Re:

No. 2011-00182
NO. 2011-00183

Gent1emen :
I write to urge you that you deny the
applications to demolish and for certificate of
appropriateness noted above, concerning the historic
dwelling at 329 North Saint Asaph Street.

The proposal would substantially alter in
many respects the exterior of one of north Alexandria's
historic structures that was meticulously restored half
a century ago by one of Old Town's most careful and
renowned restorationists. The proposed demolition,
alteration and new construction would negate the
protection this Board up to now has ensured for the
unique row of humble Nineteenth-Century houses of which
this property is a part.
Number 329 North Saint Asaph Street is part
of a line of about eight homes that date from the mid1800s. Through the efforts mainly of Ms. Polly
Hulfish, who saved this property, these have survived
the unfortunate widespread demolition that occurred on
the north side of Old Town in the 1960s era. The
proposal by the property's recent purchasers would tear
down parts of the old structure, carve out new windows
and exterior doors, totally remove and place elsewhere
the front doorway, excavate an entire basement with new
steps and egress, and add an enclosed room onto the
back - - all to suit the preferences of new owners with
roots elsewhere (who, of course, acquired this house
with full notice of the restrictions imposed by law in
the Old and Historic District).

t

Board of Architectural Review
July 14 2011
Page 2

Only four years ago this Board, and the City
Council, focused great attention on this group of
houses, when they denied a similar application for
demolition and encapsulation that would have altered
and extended the back of another of the historic houses
in this same group. The members of this Board at that
time referred to the fact that this particular group of
houses is a rarity -- not just because they have
survived, but because unlike many of the grander houses
of Alexandria, they were originally occupied by small
craftsman and artisans, many of them freed former
slaves. Almost all the physical traces of that portion
of Alexandria's African-American history have been
destroyed.
Several of this Board's members at that time
commented that to allow construction or expansion on
any of these rare and fragile properties would create a
damaging precedent threatening all houses in the group.
The same concerns were expressed emphatically by all
members of the City Council, when they unanimously
affirmed this Board's actions in denying that
application. Then Vice Mayor Pepper observed at that
time :
"My visit to this little enclave
convinced me that we should not
allow this addition. It truly is
a little oasis in Old Town and
represents the types of homes that
were occupied by working people in
the Nineteenth Century. These
five houses are truly important to
Alexandria history."

The houses on this block are a fragile
treasure that needs steadily to be guarded against
irreparable loss at the hands and whim of new and
likely temporary owners. This situation highlights the
very reasons that Alexandria protects its irreplaceable
structures and their neighborhoods.

Board of Architectural Review
July 14 2011
Page 3
The present application does not meet its
heavy burden for an exception to the rule that has
been applied to all these properties. Consistently
with the prior precedents of this Board and the
standards and purposes of the ordinance, it should be
denied.
Thank you for your consideration
Sincerely,

Enclosures: Alexandria Gazette, Oct. 2008
Alexandria Times, Dec. 27, 2007

-

Are Workers Homes Historic?
Questions still linger
following a neighborhood
dispute a year ago over
what makes a house
worth preserving.
BY GINA TORO-LUCO
GAZETTE
PACKET
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into a meticulously kept narrow alley. The al- ]
where a row of three century- old homes and
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houses WP( awarded an oval bronze plaque by
the Hiimric Alexandria Foundation. The plaque
recognizes buildings that are more than 100
years old and maintain thelrorigind strueture.
When you walk into our homes and step
into our backyards. it Is, as silly as it sounds, a
paradise" Schaeffer says.
But not everyone agrees.
One of the townhome's owners submitted a
petition to allow partial demolition on one of
those homes in the summerof 2007. The Board
of A t r h i m r a l M e w denied the petition and
the ownen appealed the decision to the city
muncil of Alexandria
Stephen Milom, Division Chiefof Zoning and
Land Use S d c e s , deknded the decision of the
BAR by stating
that the house
V ~ N
was significant
for its midl9th
Century struc.
and s,. its
historic fabric
and ac a compoSrtpLtn MIlone, nent of an his~fiic&f
toric district, the
L.ad~a sedm
Old Town Historic District.
In ur attempt m darify BARS classification
of the home as a possible historical site, councilman Paul C. Smedberg defined it as %elcoming to writers, poeu and tourists." But
Duncan Blair, the attorney, did not share the
same opinion.
T h e house went from a simple vernacular
house rhat regrettably, given the period of time,
was probqbly on the wrong side of the crack."
said Blair, referring to the phpicaa location of
the home in the lower class section of the city
prior to the improvements done to it in 1965.
The opponents and supponers of rhe appeal
presented their arguments before the members
of the council. Both sides agreed that the integrity of the structure -the brick and mortar -was no longer there. The roof and siding
had been redone and a bay window, though
without authorization, had been W e d . They
also agreed that previous improvements had
not altered the original plans or 'footprint" of

"Itis
important that the
historic fabric be
.
retained."
bw

,

wkw Co~~rcr~onNrw~rrrr~~~coY
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the structure.

SUPPORTERS O F THE petition argued that nobody of importance had lived there but former slaves
and small-uades people. They also averted that the
BAR'Sdenial to aUow any alteration was a violation
of the Fifth Amendment pertaining m rights of property owners.
The opponents, however, defended therr stand on
the -by
reminding the council that there was
more to history than bricks and mortars. The orlginal form was still there and the soclal Status of the
original tenants did alter Its historical value.
'Many big, affluent homes have been preserved.
but lower class and middle Class homes, there Is not
a lot of that. Pcople tend to think that is not important," said Laura Teresinski, an opponent of the petition and a concerned neighbor "African American
history is deserving of attention."
"African American History is part of Alexandria, is
pan of our country. Rriod. If anything can be done
to save it, it should be done." says Joe D i c b n , an
Alexandria mident.
Blair argued before the council that while it is not
known why there have been no alterations to the
homes in the past 150 years. to allow changes in a
hiitoricd consuuction was representative of the
passage of time. Schaeffer's r e b u p l 'For 150 years,
every single person who has lived in those homes
appreciated them, loved them and respected them."
Gilberto TorresGonzaleq a recent resident of the
City of Alexandria and former history profasor at
the University of Puerto Rico, points out that "the
unique architecmrr has a culmrd and social value.
The value of these homes is in them representation
of the culmral and soeial development of the City of
Alexandria. To destroy them, is to desuoy a p i m of
an."
Oscar Fitzgerald, a member of the BAR, explained
that the proposal not only a k e n the footprint of the
house, it also affects rhe historical essence of the
community.
The city council voted unanimously to uphold
BAR'Sdecision.
'If we cannot save this very significant block, very
significant site, what doer that say for the rest of the
historical homes?"Vice Mayor Redella Rpper asked.
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